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As soon as you complete the first chapter, you can begin reading palms with confidence and
expertise. A professional palmist and teacher leads you step-by-step through the subject with
clear explanations and life-size hand drawings that highlight the points being covered. He
provides sample scripts that can serve as a foundation for your readings, and he answers
common questions.
Read your future, add a touch of the mystical to your home, and learn the art of palm reading
with Tiny Palmistry! This kit includes: Miniature porcelain palm (3-inch height), with key lines
(love line, life line) and mounts (Venus, Mercury) marked in metallic ink. Clear quartz crystal,
for cleansing the palm before conducting a reading. A 48-page miniature book, with a complete
introduction to the art of palm reading. A deluxe magnetic closure box.
Have you always wanted to be able to read palms with ease and flair? Whether for personal
use or with clients, this book will create a great foundation for palm readings.
At Last...What Every Beginner Should Know About Palmistry In One Easy To Read Book If you
are looking to learn about the amazing and mysterious subject of Palmistry then this could be
the most important message you have read all day. Here is why: This book "Palmistry: How To
Read Palms For Beginners" written by Linda Serpico was recently commissioned with the
challenge of succeeding where other books have, so far, failed. You see, there is simply no
book out there that brings together the subject of Palmistry so clearly, so powerfully and in
such an easy and entertaining manner. This is a relatively short guide, designed in mind for the
earnest seeker looking for perhaps the first time into the mysterious world of Palmistry. The
idea of course is simple: We Hold Secrets To Our Life In The Palm Of Our Hand! This may
sound too good to be true. Or perhaps it sounds like a scam. Read further into this subject in
this captivating and thorough book and perhaps you will change your mind. You will start to
understand the world of Palmistry and why many people from cultures around the world all
through out time have looked to the palm for the secrets to life. With the guide in this book you
will be able to read your own Palm and find out for yourself the truth of Palmistry. And maybe,
you will unlock important secrets that will tell you a lot about yourself and illuminate for you the
life you have ahead of you. Get this book today. Make sure it is the very next thing you do.
Why wait while the secrets of your life could start to open up to you. At this reasonable price if
you even only get one great idea from this book (and you will likely get many, many more) you
will have made a sound investment. Here Is A Preview Of EXACTLY What You'll Learn...
Learn about the basic hand shapes, how they relate to the four elements, and what they reveal
about an individual's personality Can Palmistry really be used to get ahead in life? Find out
how Palmistry can help you read a person's character helping you in your social and business
life Find out the major lines of the palms and how to interpret them ...and also discover the
mounts of the palms and how to interpret them How to know people by their skin pattern...an
amazing insight you will never before have heard of The 6 Basic Hand Shapes: How to
interpret hand types to quickly predict if you will get along with a person or not Find out the
indicators in your life line that show you will have a high energy adventurous life...a more
introspective quieter life ..and whether you have met a mentor or soulmate Your Life Line:
Does it really tell you if you will live a long or short life? Not exactly...find out more in this book!
The Heart Line: Learn the secrets to predicting and understanding your love life Are you prone
to be alone, be codependent, fall in love easily or be promiscuous...find out the signals in your
Heart Line The Head Line: Find out how this line indicates your level of intellect, wisdom and
mental development Are you consistent and down to earth?...Do yo possess a good
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Discover The Mounts: Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Apollo, Moon and Mars...a whole chapter
devoted to the influence of the planets to the shape of your hand and what this reveals about
you The Feeling Of The Skin: Did you know that it is not only about reading lines but also
about reading the feeling of the skin? Learn about Silky, Papery, Grainy and Coarse skin
textures and what this can reveal about a person.
Explains the significance of the shape of the hand and the major lines. The book shows exactly
how and where to begin examining a palm, and what to look for.
"Each palm is a separate "Book of Life." Palmistry is not a "gift" but a language of the hand that
can be learned and applied to gain a richer and more rewarding understanding of your life. You
will gain greater insight into who you really are." "Now you can discover the 9 vital areas of the
palm, special signs and markings, and the important lines of life, destiny, fortune, health and
family. Enjoy a comprehensive palm analysis and predict your future with this complete guide
to reading your vital life signs!"--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell
North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Your spiritual journey is in your hands--the essential guide to palm reading What if the answers
you've been looking for are right there, in the palm of your hand? If you're a novice to the
practice of palmistry and want to dive deep into this alluring subject, Palm Reading for
Beginners will show you how to look through a window into your past, present, and future
presented in one single, universal language--our hands. From improving mental clarity to
understanding your own potential, this book combines all the core principles of this ancient art.
Learn to analyze the lines and mounts of the palm, hand movements and shapes, and patterns
of fingerprints to put them together and apply meaning to everyday life. Palm Reading for
Beginners interesting tidbits include: Profound and relatable--The how-to information is indepth, thorough, and easy-to-understand making your palm reading journey easy. Invaluable
insight--Use these essential palm reading methods to not only examine a hand but interpret
what you see. Illuminating illustrations--The clear and concise drawings make it that much
easier for you to perfect the practice. With Palm Reading for Beginners, you'll see your life in
ways you never thought possible.
Decode the secrets of the palm with The Complete Book f Palmistry. The ability to read palms
can lead you to a better understanding of yourself, as well as the motivations of other people.
As soon s you finish the first chapter, you can begin reading palms with confidence and
expertise. Whether you are interested in taking up palmistry professionally or just for fun, you
will find the information in this book entertaining and easy to use. ·Assess a palm at a glance
·Determine a person's future concerning money, travel and children ·Learn the meanings of the
shape of the hand, length of fingers, and other features ·Locate the various palm lines using
117 drawings in the book ·Discover the secrets of Indian thumb reading

Master the ancient art of palm reading with this modern guide. Palmistry is a powerful
craft and a way of gaining self-awareness. It will help you to better understand and
develop your character, love life and career in order to become the person you want to
be and live the life you truly desire. Not all of the lines have been written yet and by
studying your palms you can learn how to alter a negotiable future. Your destiny is in
your hands.
You’ve probably heard of heart, head, and life lines, but did you know you may also
have a flower line, a destiny line, or intuition lines in the palm of your hand? In this
illustrated guidebook, bestselling author Richard Webster presents the essentials of
palm reading with fun and easy-to-learn techniques. He offers “quick read” tips that
give a beginning palmist the confidence and ability to do readings almost immediately.
Straightforward and friendly, this guide includes information not found in any other
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analysis and the emerging art of skin ridge
analysis, which reveals potential health issues and is taught in medical schools. You
can read palms—and use the knowledge gained to optimize strengths and navigate
challenges in everyday matters of love and romance, career, health, communication
style, creativity, flexibility, and more.
PALMISTRY POWER takes a look at traditional aspects of palmistry as well as modern
techniques. Palmistry Power is a well-rounded and comprehensive text. This book will
create a great foundation for palm readings, whether for personal use or for use with
clients. Palmistry Power includes information about science, hand reflexology, chakras
and meridians to enhance your knowledge. You will also learn how to increase your
psychic energy so that you can give a palm reading that is intuitive, accurate and heartbased. By reading this book you'll be able to read palms with ease and flair.
Learn to read palm in less than 24 hours! You hold your future in your hands.. you just
need to read it! In learning to read the lines and formations on your palms and fingers,
you will gain insight into your unique characteristics, your health issues, your money,
your personality, your love life, your social skills, and many other important aspects of
day-to-day life. And it's easy to learn and do! Just read this book and start reading
palms. It is believed that there is a connection between astrology and palmistry and
understanding it can help people interpret their future, in order to navigate accordingly.
In this book, you will learn: Uncover the basics of palmistry, How to read your palms,
Discover the various types of hands, and different ways they can be classified and
interpreted, The secrets the fingers can reveal, Explore the different lines of your palms
and their meaning, Discover the importance of shapes that can hide in your hands and
fingers, where to find them, and what they say about a person's temperament and their
future, learn how palmists make connections between the parts of the hand with the
various celestial bodies and signs of the zodiac, Uncover how to use all these factors to
bring everything together to foretell your fate and start reading palms of friends and
family. Scroll back up and grab your copy today!
Two manuscripts in one book: Face Reading: Unlock the Secrets of Chinese
Physiognomy and Discover How to Read People Like Clockwork Palm Reading: Unlock
the Secrets of Palmistry to Discover About You and Your Future What if I told you that
your entire life story is written on your face? Or if you learn to read faces, you can
determine a person's past, present, and future, and you will be surprisingly accurate.
Face reading is an ancient Chinese art that is still widely practiced, especially for
modern health analysis. Subtle signs on a person's face, like moles, scars,
discoloration, and even the shape, tell a lot about a person's life story and
characteristics. The first part of this book is packed with information about the Chinese
secrets of face reading. You will be able to detect a person's thought process,
characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses. You can also determine your future with
this ancient art. You will... Learn the various aspects of face reading. Discover a
person's past, present, and future by simply looking at their face. Learn about the
secret history of ancient Greek and Chinese face reading. Gain insight into Mien Siang
and Wu Xing. Learn to measure your wealth and career prospects by using simple face
reading techniques. Determine the type of partner you will marry and your probability of
having children. Learn to read a person's face and decipher their feelings. Learn
whether to trust a person or not and how to make better decisions based on facial
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by deciphering individual age points and features on your face. Gain a deeper
understanding of people and their lives. Learn about the five elements and how they
relate to your personality. Learn about the Twelve Houses and Thirteen Divisions of
facial reading. Decipher your destiny and life's purpose. What if I told you there is
something that can help you actualize your potential and reach your highest sense of
fulfillment? Believe it or not, palmistry may unlock the secrets to your life and your
future! Palmistry is the ancient technique of reading palms to uncover the fortune
hidden in the lines of your hands. Part two of this book will unravel everything you need
to know about the ancient art of palm reading. By the end of this part, you can read and
analyze your hands to predict your own fortune. You will: Learn how to use powerful
techniques to unravel your inner nature and traits Understand your strengths,
weaknesses, and limitations Identify your pattern of thoughts to help you change
negative habits Discover signs of illnesses and protect yourself before they happen
Uncover your path to success in your career Discover people's traits and character by
the shape of their hands Gain insight into the future by learning simple, easy to read
palm lines Grab your copy of this book today to learn everything you need to know
about face and palm reading and how to unravel your destiny.
This updated and revised second edition covers palm and hand reading, including an indepth look at individual fingers, lines and the shape of the palm, and how these can be
read to reveal personal insights. All-new information on health, happiness, and wellbeing and how a reading can interpret them. Worksheets to help beginners chart the
dominant characteristics of the hand and what they mean in a reading. Exercises,
examples and detailed line drawings to ease beginners into the practice of palm
reading. Perfect for beginners and a good quick-reference guide for more exeprienced
palm readers.
Learn the Way to Find Out Destiny From a Palm of a Hand! Enjoy This Beginners
Guide to Palmistry and Master The Art of Chiromancy! Do you want to be able to
predict the future? Do you want to find destiny in the palm of a hand? With this guide,
you will be able to do that, and much more! Palm reading, palmistry or chiromancy is an
art form by itself. Practicing palmistry will give you the ability to predict future events in
a person's life. By carefully studying someone's palm you can determine their
character. By knowing their character, you can determine their fate. This book contains
an in-depth guide to understanding and mastering the art of palmistry. You will learn
how to recognize signs and patterns from all the different lines of a palm. For example
what their length and shape means. You will also learn to note other characteristics
such as carriers and strikes. Here's what this guide will offer you: Palm reading for
beginners: Find out the basics of palm reading. What different schools there are, and
how they interpret signs and marks; Recognize signs and patterns: Learn how to easily
recognize different signs and patterns on a hand. Palm has its patterns, but the whole
hand has it too; Art of prediction: Discover the easy way to interpret your findings. Gain
an understanding of the universe and life. Predict future and discover destiny; Palm
reading will give you insight into somebody's soul. You will discover where they came
from, what drives them, and ultimately what awaits. Palmistry is an incredible skill that
will give you the power to understand the universe and life itself. Scroll up, click on "Buy
Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
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line, In Focus Palmistry gives a comprehensive overview
of what our hands are telling us. From analyzing palms, fingers, fingerprints, mounts,
and nails, find the hidden strengths and weaknesses within yourself and others.
Included inside the back cover is a beautifully illustrated 18 × 24–inch wall chart that
gives the key elements about palmistry in one convenient reference. Can your hands
unveil your future? Author Roberta Vernon explores this question in the introduction.
Each chapter addresses a different aspect of palmistry, including: looking at hands; the
life line; the head line; the heart line; the fate line; the Apollo line or sun line; marks,
colors, and warts; and skin ridge patterns. With practice, and with In Focus Palmistry in
hand, you will be able to decipher the following areas: Love and relationships Sexuality
Money Business Career Aptitudes and talents Successes and failures Parents and inlaws Children Other people of influence Home and property matters Health Travel Pets
The In Focus series applies a modern approach to teaching the classic body, mind, and
spirit subjects. Authored by experts in their respective fields, these beginner's guides
feature smartly designed visual material that clearly illustrates key topics within each
subject. As a bonus, each book holds reference cards or a poster, held in an envelope
inside the back cover, to give you a quick, go-to guide containing the most important
information on the subject.

ABOUT THE PALMISTRY BOOK I wrote this book from the knowledge I’d
received as a result of reading numerous old palm-reading books. I especially
liked the ones found in India. Also, I read palmistry books based on Egyptian and
Chaldean knowledge. I added my own knowledge to the book too, born out of
reading the palms of my clients. Because I have really lovely people ordering my
services, they are happy to cooperate with me. Therefore, because of their
willingness to talk about their personal lives, I’ve made some palmistry
discoveries which I share in the book. PICTURE-RICH FOR EASY
UNDERSTANDING This book mixes old with the new. Though it’s based on the
ancient palmistry system, I use celebrity palm examples to illustrate many of the
lines and hand shapes. I always found it frustrating that though the old palmistry
books contain a wealth of information, they are often disorganized. For example,
you discover palm illustrations pages after the appropriate lesson is given. So I
tried to make my book as organized as possible, by providing an illustration after
each explanation of the new line or mark. This book has several hundred
illustrations of different palms, lines, and marks on hands. I tried to make the
book as easy as possible to understand, therefore it contains many drawings.
Read hands for fun with the Thunder Bay's Palmistry Box! Am I going to find
love? Will I live a long and healthy life? What career should I choose? The
answers to these questions and more are at your fingertips--literally! Based on
the best-selling Book-in-a-Box kits, the Palmistry Book helps you learn palmistry
with this fantastic system designed for beginners. Each line on the palm is
shaded a different color in the book, so you can easily identify the line connected
to the theme you are interested in, then find out what it means.
"PalmistryThe Complete Guide To Palm Reading And Fortune Telling For
Beginners - Learn How To Read Palms Like A Pro In No Time!If you want to
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uncover the secrets of your subconscious, learn how to read palms! You do not
need to be psychic to understand the mounts and recesses in your hand, and
revealing the truths behind the interesting pattern of lines on your skin is as easy
as studying from a book. In these pages you will learn all you need to know about
uncovering the hidden truths in the palm of your hand. Here is a preview of what
you'll learn: The important meanings behind the different shapes and sizes you
will see in the palms you read. Revealing information regarding the passive and
active quadrants of the palm. How to determine which elemental hand shape you
possess. How to read the three major lines of the palm: The Heart, The Head,
and The Life, as well as the minor sister lines, including the Sun and Fate Lines.
How to uncover and understand the six major mounts of the palm. The five
chapters in this book will give you all you need to start reading palms. With this
book you will have enough background to pursue further Palmistry studies should
you desire to do so, and you can easily refer back to its pages as you practice
palm reading on yourself and your friends. So let's get started!
How to Read PalmsComplete Book of Palmistry for Both Beginning and
Advanced StudentFrederick Fell Publishers
Packaged in a deluxe keepsake box, Handful of Stars by hand analyst Helene
Saucedo is a beautifully illustrated, step-by-step guide to the ancient art of
palmistry with a novel twist. Preprinted perforated sheets designed by Saucedo
especially for the book—along with a a nontoxic ink pad, ink roller, and gel
pen—enable readers to create a palm print and record notations on a single sheet
of paper. Informative and entertaining, this unique volume appeals to novice
hand analysts and makes a great gift for inquisitive minds of all ages.
If you want to learn the art of Palmistry in a 72 hour Crash Course from Best
Seller Mia Rose continue reading... Art of Palmistry stretches back to beyond the
dawn of history. The practice is found all over the world, with numerous cultural
variations. Those who practice chiromancy are generally called" palmists" "hand
readers" "hand analysts". To many people it is a mysterious but fascinating
practice. Every human being in this world wonders about their future. But all they
do is wonder throughout their whole life. They end up losing the track as they do
not know how to build their future is in their own hand. Could you be one of
them? There are very few who does something about it. Even fewer who knows
how to do something about it. Experts have researched for thousands of years
and refined the ways of palm reading. The art of Palmistry in a 72 hour Crash
Corse of Mia rose is the shortest, but most effective This book looks at the
historic classically of Palmistry and also contains some tantalizing information on
how science has discovered that the future is in your hands Containing a wealth
of information on how to read palms, this book may well astound you shroud in
mystery, the subject is actually very straightforward; you don't need to believe in
palmistry to read this book, or to put into practice the methods it describes a
detailed look at the shapes of the hand and their meanings, how to read and
interpret the lines, mounts and other signs on the palm, Here is a preview of what
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you'll learn from this book... The History And Context Of Palmistry The Shapes
And Meanings Of Both The Fingers And The Hands The Mounts And Lines Of
The Hand And What They Mean Additional Signs, Marks And Symbols And How
To Interpret Them And much and much more This book takes you through all of
the basic techniques you will need to learn in order to effectively read your own
and other individuals' palms .This book is a short, but very comprehensive, guide
to palmistry and will provide you with everything you need to start exploring this
fascinating subject. The art of Palmistry stretches back to beyond the dawn of
history. To many people it is a mysterious but fascinating practice. If you have
ever wondered if there is any truth in palmistry, then this book will definitely be for
you! Click "Add to Cart" to receive your copy now...
1935 Hand-Reading Made Easy - Illustrated. When this unique work was
published the introduction was written by the incomparable Adrien Adolphe
Desbarrolles, who devoted over fifty years to the intricate study of palmistry or
chiromancy, as he preferred.
Originally published as: Collins gem palmistry.
My purpose in writing this book is to try and explain how simple it is to learn the art of
palmistry. There are simple rules around reading palms and I hope to make this book
manageable enough for you to begin to use immediately. There are superstitions around
palmistry. I am ignoring these and focussing on the practical. The purpose of palmistry is to
bring to the open some issues preventing fulfilment, and to present possibilities for the future. I
have read professionally for five years and have studied the hand over the past ten years. In
this book I have brought together what I have learnt and combined it with the knowledge that I
have gained from others in the field. I have also set out some tips and ideas around creating a
Palmistry business. I hope this will be useful. Palmistry can be profitable. It can be fun. Mostly
though, it is fascinating! I hope you enjoy this little book.
A comprehensive guide to the inner psychology revealed by the hand • Details how to interpret
the entire hand--the shape of the palm and fingers, mounts, lines, fingerprints, flexibility, nails,
and skin texture • Reveals the personality archetypes, strengths, and weaknesses connected
with each of the seven mounts and how the rest of the hand modifies these traits • Explains
how lines change and the decisive influence of the person’s own mind in healing defects found
on the lines Palmistry is a science and a universal language. The hand tells a story about your
talents, relationships, health, and how you feel about yourself. It reveals periods of ease or
challenge in your life, and it speaks about your weaknesses and the traits you need to develop.
As you change, so do your hands, reflecting the progress you have made. In this
comprehensive guide to hand reading, based on Ellen Goldberg’s 40 years of teaching
palmistry and the Western Mystery tradition, the authors make the powerful insights of the
hand accessible in an inviting and user-friendly manner. The book presents the character traits
and personality archetypes associated with each of the seven mounts of the palm and shows
how to determine which are most influential in the nature of the individual. The mount
archetypes reveal the lifestyle, love,sex, and marriage preferences; the best career choices;
and the unique strengths and weaknesses for each person. The book also examines other
factors that enhance the qualities revealed by the mount types, including the flexibility of the
hand, texture of the skin, and the shapes of the fingers, fingertips, and nails. The meaning of
each major and minor line is described in detail as well as the influence the person’s own mind
has in healing defects and obstacles found on their lines. The authors also provide accurate
timing guides for each line, making it possible to locate specific events and to see how your
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the hand as a guide to self-fulfillment, The Art and Science
of Hand Reading incorporates correspondences to other mystical sciences such as astrology,
Kabbalah, the Hermetic teachings, and archetypal psychology. It also includes practical
examples and more than 600 illustrations to show how to integrate the meanings of each part
of the hand to form a complete picture of your inner psychology and your ever-changing
destiny.
Welcome to "Palmistry: A 'How To' Guide on Palm Reading and How Hand Reading Can
Reveal Your Fortune in Life, Love, Intellect and Wealth"Today only, get this Amazon bestseller
for just $9.97. Regularly priced at $13.99. Are you seeking out ways to find out more about
your divine inner being? Do you feel as though you have been veered off your path of life? Or
are you wanting an intriguing way to impress friends and family? Within this book, you will find
the basics to the secrets of palmistry, from deciphering lines to learning techniques and using
the palm as a doorway inside yourself and others. Your palms withhold valuable clues to who
you really are, from the trials you have suffered through and conquered to events the future
may hold for you. Unravel the secrets of the palm as you learn the techniques of finding the
finest details of each puzzle piece that makes you who you are as a human being. There are
various ways in palm reading, and despite the amount of information amongst the many books
and websites about palmistry, within minutes of reading this book you will be able to start the
process of reading you own palm, as well as others! Inside this book you will learn: -To read
your own palm, as well as the palms of family, friends and other individuals shapes, major and
minor lines of the palm, length of fingers and many others facets the hand withholds-The seven
mounts of your palms, finger shapes and their meanings, and understanding your fingerprintsThe importance of skins thickness and flexibility as well as how to interpret individuals by their
skin patterns and texturesAnd much more!I'm sure at some point you have taken a look at your
hands and wondered if there was any meaning behind all the lines and crevices upon your
hands. With the purchase of this book, you are on your way to learning the secrets behind all
the contouring of your palm, through the study of palmistry. Take action now and purchase
your copy of "Palmistry: A 'How To' Guide on Palm Reading and How Hand Reading Can
Reveal Your Fortune in Life, Love, Intellect and Wealth" by scrolling up and clicking "Add to
Cart"button.Perhaps you came across this book in a late night Google search attempt to find a
different path to tread, to find answers because you are feeling lost in life or love. Or, you may
be looking for a unique trick to teach and intrigue your friends at the next party. Whatever your
interest, you will make a great decision with the download of this book, for you are on your way
to finding out more about yourself and those you spend everyday life with! This book is a quick
and easy read, to guarantee that you can start the process of learning to read palms TODAY.
Get started now...what are you waiting for! Tags: palmistry, palmistry books, palm reading,
hand reading, how to read palms, palmistry, palm, reading, beginners, your, book, fortune,
telling, hand, complete, chiromancy, psychic, divination, mind reading, Numerology,
Horoscope, Divination, Occult, Clairvoyant
If you have a deep interest in learning about personality characteristics as well as the past and
future of a person, learn to read palms. Palmistry has been around for centuries and it is
practiced in some form or the other in almost all parts of the world. Palmistry is also known as
chiromancy. The word has been derived from the sobriquet of a pivotal figure in palm reading,
Cheiro (real name: Irish William John Warner). Cheiro evaluated the person's character and
gained insights about his future life just by reading the various lines and mounts of the palm,
the shape and size of the hands and fingers, the texture and color of the skin, the flexibility of
the hand, and various other features. Since then, palmistry has attracted millions of people
around the world. Some learned to use it professionally; others just learned it for fun. So, are
you interested in learning about palmistry, but have no idea where to start? If that's the case,
the solution is right here. The study of palmistry is quite comprehensive, but here you will be
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able to learn
where to begin,
which are the most important aspects that you need to
consider. So, let's get started!
Young readers will find keys to their personalities and how to work on their problems with this
introduction to palm reading and palmistry. Fits STEAM curriculum needs as well as being a
high-interest topic. The Capstone Interactive edition comes with simultaneous access for every
student in your school and includes read aloud audio recorded by professional voice over
artists.
A republication of the 1897 edition. The illustrated contents deal with all aspects of the
fascinating art, history and science of palm reading. We are republishing this book now in an
affordable, high-quality, modern edition complete with a specially commissioned new
introduction on palmistry.
"One of the best, most practical guides for learning this ancient divination technique that’s
ever hit the market. THIS BOOK IS A MUST!" - Craig Browning In his new book, ‘Speed
Learning ~ Palm Readings In Your Own Words’, Julian Moore teaches the basics of palmistry
using proven techniques which mean that you could be reading palms in less than 48 hours!
This ebook and ten accompanying FLASH CARDS can get you up to speed quicker than you
ever thought imaginable, while still creating your own style and being true to yourself without
having to pretend that you're a great showman or anything other than yourself. ‘Speed
Learning ~ Palm Readings In Your Own Words’ shows you how to give REAL readings that
CONNECT with people. Most people who decide to learn palmistry are easily put off when they
first pick up a palmistry book, there’s so much information and more often than not, no clear
description of even what ORDER to read the different elements of the hand in. This is not like
those other books. It teaches you a step-by-step way of reading people’s palms that’s almost
impossible to forget, and as it encourages you to create YOUR OWN way of describing what
the lines and fingers mean, the speed of learning is greatly increased. You’re not just learning
‘parrot style’, you’re creating your OWN versions of how to talk about the meanings of the
hand, which makes them entirely memorable! REVIEWS "No hype...just plain good! You can't
go wrong if you just DO what Julian describes. I've always shied away from palmistry because
I thought the system was too complicated. Julian has changed all that. And, the memory cues
are an added bonus. It just can't get any easier." - Nicholas "After reading Julian's book, and
going through the flash cards a couple of times, I have a practical knowledge of palm reading
that I didn't have 48 hours ago. My progress is clear and tangible. Today, I was able to
improvise a palm reading session with one of my regular clients, and it went very well. I'm
excited! That's why I'm writing this review, hoping that some of you also take advantage of this
beautiful tool that Julian is sharing with us." - Enrique Enriquez - member of Kenton Knepper’s
S.E.C.R.E.T. school and co-author of the groundbreaking book ‘Mind Reading’ "A very useful
tool for both learning and reviewing palmistry basics. For learning you have taken the concept
of flash cards and made the cue cards much more of a memory exercise; thereby, challenging
the mind to create rather than just repeat. For the pro you have given some interesting slants
on certain traits that add further dimension and depth to a reading. The cards provide an
excellent review tool for all practicing palmists as it allows them to review traits and
characteristics that may not appear commonly in their practice." - Charles Green & Eugene
Bourgal "An excellently laid out summation of the essence of palmistry, designed to teach you
as you go along. I can certainly see how one can get this today and start giving mini-readings
tomorrow night. Better yet, learn it all easily in a week and give real readings and be able to
answer questions. This book actually teaches easily, speedily the essence of palmistry. Nice
job. I'd recommend this to anyone starting out in the field. Well worth the money." - Tom
Jorgenson OTHER KINDLE BOOKS IN THE SPEED LEARNING SERIES BY JULIAN
MOORE Speed Learning: Graphology - The Art Of Handwriting Analysis Speed Learning:
Cartomancy - A Playing Card Reading Primer Speed Learning: The James Bond Cold Reading
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GuideReading
To Palm ReadingFully Accredited Course. Easy & Effective
Techniques To Read Your Or Your Clients Palms! Start Or Expand Your Career!This course is
fully accredited by CTAA - Complementary Therapies Accredited Association. Our in-depth
course on Palmistry, is a form of divination which has its origins deep in history. It's an
interesting subject and highly revealing. Every line on the palms of the hands or on the fingers
can tell you a great deal. Once you are proficient at reading palms, you can start to view your
own palms, interpreting the information or take on clients giving people guidance and
counselling. Equally, you can use your palm-reading skills for fun. Either way, palm reading will
help you to forge new connections with others and forms a great starting point for
conversation.Everything you need so to provide interesting, accurate and compelling readings
is contained within this course. There is a great deal to learn and you must utilise your
understanding of the lines and signs found on peoples' hands so to give them an accurate
assessment. Your experience and confidence will start to grow once you understand the major
and minor lines. The course is aimed at those who wish to have fun and do this for themselves,
or for those who wish to expand their career into Palm Reading.The course is a combination of
videos and an in depth training manual.Our easy to learn modules include: Introduction to
Palmistry: The Complete Guide To Palm Reading courseYour Palmistry: The Complete Guide
To Palm Reading training manual PDF All About PalmistryThe Major LinesUnderstanding
TimingMinor LinesThe FingersThe MountsLinesWhat To Do NextAccreditationAnd Much
More!This course is fully accredited by CTAA - Complementary Therapies Accredited
Association.
Palm reading has been used for millennia as a means of divining a person’s past and future.
And now, that knowledge can be literally in the palm of your hand! Drawing on a deep tradition
of divination and interpretation of the messages found on the palms of our hands, this handy
little (one might even say . . . palm-sized!) book collects expert author and scholar Vernon
Mahabal’s writings alongside helpful illustrations by Belgin Wedman that will have you and
your friends reading palms like seasoned professionals. This beautifully produced and highly
giftable hardcover book is filled with easily deciphered illustrations and detailed information,
this guide is a perfect entry into the mystic art of palmistry. Gain detailed insight into your life’s
purpose, your true career calling, and your talents, abilities and potential, and more. • Deep
and detailed information on the art and science of palm-reading, in 304 information-packed
pages. • Blends ancient and more contemporary traditions to give an easily accessible
approach that is nonetheless rooted in centuries-old traditions. • Filled with informative
illustrations that clarify exactly what to look for and how to interpret the features of any hand.
___ Vedic Palm Reading Discover Your Hidden Treasures Learn how to read palms and find
traits 'written' on your palms that you knew you had, yet had no corroborative proof. I always
felt I had a special knack to understand most people on a deeper level and folks would always
trust me with their deepest and darkest secrets; little did I know that that specific trait appeared
on my palm print. Having that confirmation gave me the confidence to pursue this unique
career path. This first volume concentrates on palm reading basics; similar to a 'palm reading
101' course which includes the elemental hands, the structure of the hands, and the meaning
of each finger and fingerprints. I will be writing volumes 2 and 3 in the months to come, which
will include palmistry lines and markings. Choose A Career Path that is Closely Aligned to Your
Traits Having this confirmation in mind, imagine you are at a crossroads in your career path.
Wouldn't you love to have an objective tool (your own palm reading guide) to see clearly what
dominant traits exist within you and stand out? Learn how to read your own palm. Why would
you fill out numerous questionnaires and talk to other people when you can look at your own
hand and learn what it is telling you. Throw the Best Party in Town Have fun with this Indian
palm reading book and throw a palmistry party where you live and invite your closest friends so
they can all learn together how to read palms. At first, people will be skeptical, but after a few
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and 'on point' all the indicators truly are, they will invite more
of their friends to your next Palm Party. It happened to me. I went to a friend's party and put up
my "Palm Reading" sign and one person showed up in the kitchen and she was lucky because
I spent more time with her because by the end of the night the entire party was in the kitchen
waiting in line waiting to get their "palm read." Get to Know Yourself, your Family and Friends
on a Whole Other Level In Volume 1 you will learn what type of elemental hand you have in
relation to what hand your spouse or best friend has, and this will explain a lot of the dynamics
that occur in your relationship to them. Not only is this information interesting, but useful in the
long term. When you understand someone on a deeper level, your compassion, and/or
admiration for them grows and allows your relationship to blossom even further. Some of the
information in this book might explain why you either easily get frustrated by the person, or why
you are so attracted to them. If you are an Employer Learn Palmistry to Hire More
Appropriately Have you ever wondered whether the potential interviewee was accurate in their
description of themselves? Perhaps their subjectivity was blocking the objectivity you most
desire to discover. You could use some of the information found in this book to do a quick
visual assessment of their hand. For example, something as simple as shaking their hand and
feeling the texture of their skin could tell you whether they are more refined and idealistic or
more rustic and practical. As they speak, you could assess the shape of their fingertips or
fingernails and see where they would lie on the organizational skills spectrum. These and
many more tips will help you in your search for the perfect candidate when you buy this book.
About Janet (the Author) I have been studying and practicing yoga (2004), Ayurveda (2006),
Vedic Astrology (2008), Hasta (2009), and Vastu (2010), for a very long time, and Hand
Reading by far is one of the easiest and most fun activities you can do for yourself and others.
I spent the first 12 years of my career serving others as a San Francisco Police Officer
(1995-2009), yet the Vedic "Spirit" touched me and there was no going back...it was "Cop
Gone Yogi" all the way! Scroll up and buy this palm reading book now=)
Palm reading is a lot easier than you may think. No cards, no coins, no charts of the planetsjust a hand and the knowledge in this book. Whether your interest is serious or casual, Palm
Reading for Beginners will open a world of insight into yourself, your friends, your family, and
your future! Announce in any gathering that you read palms and you will be flocked by people
thrilled to show you their hands. When you are have finished Palm Reading for Beginners , you
will be able to look at anyone's palm (including your own) and confidently and effectively tell
them about their personality, love life, hidden talents, career options, prosperity, and health.
Explore the magic and the mystery of palm reading in this fully-illustrated guide to the ancient
art. Noted psychic Dennis Fairchild reveals the secrets of the centuries-old art of palmistry,
showing how to interpret the lines and formations in the hand. This useful, mini book fits in the
palm of your very own hand, and is an enchanted guide to the ways in which our palms can
reveal character and predict fate and fortunes. With full-color illustrations throughout, this
captivating primer covers all the essentials needed to perform insightful palm readings for
yourself and your friends.
Ever wanted to learn palmistry but been confused by the mumbo-jumbo? This no-nonsense
book is for everyone and it's the most innovative approach to the subject in the last two
hundred years. Palmistry is finally freed from its dependence on astrological symbolism, and is
refined down to a ten-point technique that's devastatingly powerful and easy to learn. Groundbreaking scientific research is drawn on which simplifies and sheds new light on, for instance,
the individual fingerprint patterns. Knowing these patterns is the key to uncovering the core of
human character.
If you want to discover how to read yourself and others using palmistry, then keep reading...
Do you wonder what your life's purpose is? Have you ever thought about your true path? If you
could, would you discover your true calling - a career tailored to your inner character? What if I
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can help you actualize your potential and reach your highest
sense of fulfillment? Believe it or not, palmistry may unlock the secrets to your life and your
future! Palmistry is the ancient technique of reading palms to uncover the fortune hidden in the
lines of your hands. This book will unravel everything you need to know about the ancient art of
palm reading. By the end of this book, you can read and analyze your hands to predict your
own fortune. In this book, you will: Learn how to use powerful techniques to unravel your inner
nature and traits Understand your strengths, weaknesses, and limitations Identify your pattern
of thoughts to help you change negative habits Discover signs of illnesses and protect yourself
before they happen Uncover your path to success in your career Discover people's traits and
character by the shape of their hands Gain insight into the future by learning simple, easy to
read palm lines The hand is truly the window to the soul. To learn more about yourself and the
people around you, there's no better place to start than your hands. With this book as your own
handy guide, you can master the art of palmistry and reap the benefits! So, what are you
waiting for? You hold the future in your hands! Click the "add to cart" button to unlock the
secrets of palmistry and discover what your palms say about you and your future!
Palmistry For Beginners: Learn How To Read Your Palmsand Start Fortune Telling** 72 Crash
Course from Amazon Best Seller MIA ROSE ** The art of Palmistry stretches back to beyond
the dawn of history. To many people it is amysterious but fascinating practice. If you have ever
wondered if there is any truth in palmistry, then this book will definitely be for you!The book
looks at the history of Palmistry and also contains some tantalizing information on how science
has discovered that the future may well be in your hands!Containing a wealth of information on
how to read palms, this book may well astound you.Shrouded in mystery, the subject is
actually very straightforward; you don't need to believe in palmistry to read this book, or to put
into practice the methods it describes.Containing a detailed look at the shapes of the hand and
their meanings, how to read and interpret the lines, mounts and other signs on the palm, this
book takes you through all of the basic techniques you will need to learn in order to effectively
read your own and other individuals' palms.This book is a short, but very comprehensive, guide
to palmistry and will provide you with everything you need to start exploring this fascinating
subject.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... The History And Context Of Palmistry The
Shapes And Meanings Of Both The Fingers And The Hands The Mounts And Lines Of The
Hand And What They Mean Additional Signs, Marks And Symbols And How To Interpret Them
***Free On Kindle Unlimited!*** What Do The Cards Say? Discover The Ancient Art Of
Reading Tarot Cards, Tarot Cards have been around for a long time and they have an
irresistible and undeniable power on those that take the reading. Even those who consider
themselves learned or the educated who are above such fabled superstitions cannot help but
see that there is something powerful behind the cards, whether they want to admit it or not.
What The Cards Will Teach You Everyone has a fascination with the mystery of the unknown.
And who wouldn't like to know or change their future circumstance.Tarot cards are by far the
most popular of all the fortune telling mediums. Tarot cards give easy to understand clues and
quick and easy answers to the questions and mysteries of your unknown future. Begin to
explore the cards as a beginner, and learn to read the cards to understand what the future
holds. A Quick Preview... What Do The Cards Say? A Brief History of Enchantment The
Seeker and the Reader: The Major Arcana: The Minor Arcana Spreads The Last Read Would
You Like To Know More? DOWNLOAD: Tarot: Reading Tarot Cards The Beginners Guidebook
To The Ancient Art Of Tarot Card Meanings And Spreads Scroll back up to the top of the page
and select the BUY now button Tags: Tarot Cards, Tarot Cards For Beginners, Beginners
Guide To Tarot, Wicca, Wicca for Beginners, Crystals, Witches, Witchcraft, Spells, Paganism,
Rituals, Tarot Cards, Tarot, Tarot for Beginners, Tarot Reading, Palm Reading Learn The
Secret To Reading Palms Discover the ancient art of palmistry, also known as Chiromancy.
Have you ever walked past a fortuneteller's booth and wondered what it was all about? Are you
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tired of a world
that believes
only science or what is observed? Do you have a hunger to see
if there is something beyond what we can sense in the physical world? Do you hunger for
something more? Learn... My Free Gift To You! The History of Palmistry Understand Your
Hand The Lines Mounts The Hard Sell The Wrap Up Download " Introduction To Palmistry The
Ultimate Palm Reading Guide For Beginners" Would You Like To Know More? Scroll back up
to the top of the page and select the buy now button.
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